Cool Down Trailer

- 8.5’ X 18’ trailer
- 7’ interior height
- Onan/Cummins diesel generator – can utilize 240W/30A shore power
- 30 gallon fuel cell
- Dual heavy duty climate control for year round use
- 15K BTU A/C units
- 4 ton Bulldog sidewinder jacks for simplified setup and takedown
- 2 stabilizer jacks in the rear for leveling
- Heavy duty chassis
- 2 – 12’ aluminum bench seats with back provide comfortable seating with easy cleaning
- 1 – 4’ aluminum bench in front for additional seating
- 10’ tables provide generous space for eating and relaxing
- Multiple electrical outlets inside the unit to allow connection of multiple devices
- Sprayed in floor liner advancing 24” up the interior wall making cleaning possible with pressure washer
- 2 floor drains in the rear to allow water from cleaning to drain easily
- 3 – 4’ fluorescent lights
- 2 – full size doors: 1 in the rear and 1 in the front for easy access and safety
- 2 – windows on each side and 1 window in the rear door